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Summary 

The structure of the trivalent lanthanide and 3ctinide acuo ions 
has been investigated recently through radiochemical methods 
based on transport properties. The volume V*.. of +h* aquo ions vas 
deduced. The variation of W_ vs. the crystallographic radius 
shows a discontinuity corresponding" to a change in the hydration 
number. New evaluations of the volume of the water molecules in 
the vicinity of the cation are obtained in this work usinç 
électrostriction theory. More accurate values of the dynamic 
hydration number are calculated for all the members of the 
series. 

Introduction 

The structure of acuo ions is generally defir.-sd bv the r.umb̂ r M of 
water molecules which are directly bonded to the cation <first 
hydration sphere), and the number H of water mclecuies which 
correspond to the second hydration sphere. N is the coordination 
number and h*N+H is the dynamic hydration number (11. 
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Different experimental data *r* available in the îanthar.i-='e 
series which give consistent values of the coordination number. 
FYoa X Hay diffraction (2), neutron diffraction (3,4) And 

absorption spectroscopy (5,6.7) it is established that the 
variation of N vs Z or the crystal lographic radius Ro divides th.* 
series of ions in three parts. From lanthanum to neodvmiutn N=9 
and from terbium to lutecium N»3, the elements samarium to 
gadolinium having intermediate values. Secant quantum chemical 
studies on the hydrated ions (8) give an evaluation of these 
intermediate valu«s which agrees with XH data on Sm and Su (2). 

Since the dynamic hydration number is related to the size of 
th« aquo species diffusing in solution, the number h could be 
determined through transport property measures. Equivalent con
ductivity data (9,10), diffusion coefficient determinations (ID 
and ionic mobility studies (12,13) show that the size of the aquo 
ion is also varying with Re as a discontinuous function but we 
observe now an increase of h with Rc=. the discontinuity appearing 
around Su as in the case of the variation of N vs Ho. Several 
other physico—chemical properties confirm these conclusions. This 
is for instance the measurements of ionic entropies (H.15), 
p*rtiAl aoiar volumes (16) and glass transition temperatures 
(17). 

For actinides, no coordination numbers have been measured. The 
only experimental data available are diffusion coefficient (IS) 
and ionic mobility determinations (19,20). These data show that 
the sise of the aquo ions is varying with Ro similarly AS for 
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lanthanides. It was deduced that th« variation of H vs Rcr should 
be also id«ntical for th« trival«nt lanthanide and actinide ions. 

Moreover, the determination of th* number of water molecules in 
th« second shell depends on the volum* v of th« wat«r molecule in 
the vicinity of tht cation. In a first approximation, this volume 
was assumed to be th* volum* of th« water molecule in the bulk 
(11.19). But in this case. it is clear that th* reported values 
of h have not to be considered as absolute data, as aentionned 
(11), but as parameters proportional to the volume of the aquo 
ion allowing a comparison between lanthanides and actinides. 

The main purpose of this work consists in a more realistic 
evaluation of v as a function of the distance of the water 
molecule to the cation taking into account électrostriction 
phenomena. It will lead to a new estimation of h and H numbers. 

Evaluation of the volume of a water molecule. 

Recently, Kahn <2D determined the volume of the water molecule 
in the first sphere using radial distribution functions of aquo-
ions obtained through neutron scattering experiments. Analysis of 
the partial molar volumes of lanthanide ions leads the same 
author to suppose the électrostriction effect in the second 
sphere as insignificant: the calculated average value of the 
électrostriction volume (defined as the difference in the volume 
of the aquo-ion with considering or not électrostriction effect) 
is -0.9 • 3.3 cc (21). This result is surprising sine* électro
striction phenomena are controlled by the electrical field which 



is very intense in the vicinity of the ions and should also 

influence the second hydration sphere. 

We propose to calculate the volume v., of the water molecule as a 

function of x the distance between the centers of the cation *nd 

the water molecule. These calculations are based on the theory 

developed by Conway (22). General equations are used since 

approximation of high field applied in ref. (21) could give 

accurate results only when E>1Q** esu: the difference between 

complete and approximate expression of the high field is 3*/. when 

E* 10* esu, but this difference reaches 56/C when the field £- 1.3 

10* «su. For trivalent lanthanidas, the field to be considered 

corresponds to this region of interest. 

The prograam is built in the following way: we start with a first 

evaluation of the distance x corresponding to the primary 

sphere; x * R*= + B«, where R« is the crystallographic radius of 

the cation and R w the radius of the water molecule. In a first 

approximation R« is taken as the value corresponding to the bulk. 

The initial value of the dielectric constant £=,,« and the 

refractive index N« are also chosen as those corresponding to the 

bulk : Eo° and N°. We deduced an approximate valus of the field 

E„ which exists at the distance x: 

E H * - se/(E«.« * x^) 

From the électrostriction theory (22,p.531) and knowing E« , it is 

possible to deduce a more accurate value of v H and consequently 

the électrostriction volume. A new value of R~ and x is then 
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obtained. A more precis* value of E»,M is now computed using the 
Grahame expression (24) : 

Finally, from the expression of the electrostrictive pressure ?.. 
which is (22, page 537): 

P~ - £*=<£... H - D/Sr 

and the differential relation between N~ and P:-< (22, p. 663): 

<1lnNM
a/5pMJ „,T = C/(B+PxJ 

a new value of N» is derived: 

N* * Exp((C/2)*Log{l+(P«/3))) + LogN°. 

In these equations b, C, 3, are numerical coefficients (22): 
b * 1.1x10-" cm= V-=, O0.06S5 for water at 293 K, B- 2.997x10^ 
dyn cm"=. , 

It is now possible to evaluate» with subsequent loops, more 
accurate values of v« and R**, E M, E« ,„ , P N and NK> Computation 
ends when one observes converging data. Final data lead to 
evaluate the volume Vi of the water molecule situated in the 
first sphere. The volume Vi of the primary sphere, its radius R, 

and area Si are derived, since the coordination number M is 
known for lanthanide and actinide ions (23). 

A similar procedure is applied in order to evaluate the volume v-= 
of the water molecules in the second sphere. Computaticn is based 
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on the previous scheme with the only difference that t.he distance 

between the cation and the considered water molecule is now »he 

sum of the radius of the first sphere (calculated by the previous 

computation) and Rw. 

The volumes v t and v = are calculated in cc/mole for different, 

trivalent cations with cry^tailographic radius R*. Their varia

tions with R* are reported in fig. 1. As we can see v,. and v~ are 

significantly smaller than the volume of the water molecule 

existing in the bulk <v*13.07 cc/mole). Calculated values of v L 

are in agreement with the data deduced from experimental partial 

molar volume (21) , which tests the computing method. However, 

values of v = f obtained through general électrostriction equa

tions» *r* about 10/i smaller than v. Therefore, it is necessary 

to take ' into account an électrostriction effect in the second 

sphere. 

Evaluation of the dynamic hydration number 

The determination of the number H can be derived from the 

evaluation of the overall volume of the a quo ion V.- since H*V-/v-

with V^* V-.-Vx. 

Transport numbers such AS equivalent conductivity ^' give the 

possibility to calculate a "Stokes" radius, H», defined by the 

Stokes law: 

Rj * 0.820 z / V h' 

In fact, it was shown (see for instance ref. £25)Jr that the real 
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radius of th« aquo ion, S, differs from R 9 when R s < 0.5 nm. 
Correcting factors were reported by Robinson and Stokes (26, p. 
125). Thereforet R was deduced (when Ra<„5 nra.) from calculated 
R, values with an excellent accuracy by using the polynomial 
expression: 

R » 2.613 + 0.636*R9 - 0.308*Rfl= * 0.01071*RS= 

which reproduces the calibration curve proposed by Nightingale 
<27) . 

As we mentionned* A* have been measured for the lanthanides (9). 
But it was recently remarked that these data, obtained with 
solution of pH *" 6.4, correspond to partially hydrolyzed ions 
(28). Therefore, a method of correction was proposed (23) and 
more accurate values of A* were deduced (29). 

Finally, average values of A were obtained for trivalent lantha
nides through several transport property determinations (20) 
(table 1). For actinides, it was noted that the only expérimen
tal data concern transport properties (11.19,20). Since at 
infinite dilution the variations of D' vs 5= are similar for the 
*f and 5f series, V values can be simply derived for each 
trlvalent actinide ion from the curve established in the case of 
the lanthanide ions (20) (table 2). 

As for lanthanides, we can deduce from these data a Stokes radius 
Rj> and the effective value R of the aquo ion. Finally, we obtain 
the volume V t of the ion which gives the evaluation of V= and K. 
Values of N and H. are reported for lanthanide in table 1 and 



actinide ions in table 2. Since transport pros*r*.i?s 
(corresponding to number hi are connected wî h. the structure in 
ih« priaary sphere ^coordination number N> we retained for N the 
values deduced from the variation of h vs. Ra* assuming that the 
maximum and minimum of the transport property correspond to the 
coordination number S And 9 respectively. 

Discussion and Conclusion 

It is interesting to examine if the hydration of the trivalent 
ions could be considered as a pure electrostatic phenomenum. A 
previous work (30) shows that the hydration enthalpy of spheri
cal ions such as alkali. alkalino-earth, divalent, tri valent and 
tetravalent lanthanide ions could be computed through a ssmi-
espirical expression, with an excellant accuracy (better than 
IX) , which takes into account only electrostatic interactions. In 
this case, the water molecules of the second hydration sphere 
should be simply correlated with the charge density existing at 
the surface of the primary sphere. 

Therefore , in the same time we computed values of H, we evaluated 
the radius Xi of the primary sphere as well as its area £ L and 
the chars» density Ci. In order to extend this study to divalent 
ions we examine in the same way alkali-earth ions. In this case, 
equivalent conductivities are known (26, p. ^65), and the same 
procedure can be applled. The results are shown in Fig. 2. One 
observes that the variations of H vs. C x are linear. It confirms 
the electrostatic character of the interactions between the water 
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molecules in the second and first sphere. 

The linear relation of H with the charge density gives us an 
other confirmation. The charge density on the second sphere C=: 
could be evaluated similarly as was computed C L. The iar.thanide 
Cs values are situated in the region between the two lines (A and 
B Fig.2), indicating that we cannot expect the presence of water 
molecules in a third sphere. 

In conclusion. the evaluation of the volume of the water mciecule 
through the électrostriction theory allows an evaluation of the 
dynastic hydration number H, taking into account transport 
property data. We observe that the water molecules situated in 
the second hydration sphere interact electrostatically (by hydro
gen bonds) with those corresponding to the primary sphere. 
Therefore, a better knowledge of the structure of the lanthanide 
and actinide aquo ions should permit to precise the aroposed 
semi-empirical equation (30) which gives the hydration enthalpy 
of spherical ions. 
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Fi?- 1 Variations of ins volu.n» of the water molecule in tna 
primary (Vj ) and second (v=r) hydration sphere va. crysiaUagra-
phic radius R<= i CN*S) • v corresponding to the volume of water 
aolecule in the bulk is given as comparison. 

Fig.2 Variations of the dynamic hydration number H vs. charge 
density en the prinary sphere for trivalent lanthanide and for 
alkali-earth ions. A and 5 correspond to the limiting values of 
charge density on the second sphere of trivalent ions. 
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TABLE 1 

Lanthanide data 

Coordination number N (20> . cryatallographic radius Rrj(N) corres

pond! ng to the coordination number N t equivalent ionic conducti

vity (20), radiue of the aquo ion R and hydration number H 

(second sphere). 

o « N . Rc(N) . A R H 
La 9 1.227 67 4.6! 7.7 
C. 9 1.202 67 4.61 7.7 
Pr 9 1,185 67 4.61 7.3 
Nd 9 1.169 67 4.61 7.8 
Sm 8.9 1.130 66.5 4.63 8.2 
Eu 8.8 1.113 • 66.3 4.64 8.3 
Gd 8.4 1.076 64.6 4.69 9.3 
Tb 8 1.040 63.3 4.74 10.1 

Dy 8 1.027 63.3 4.74 10. 1 

Ho 8 1.014 63.3 4.74 10.2 

Er 8 1.003 63.3 4.74 10.2 

Tm 8 .993 63.3 4. 74 10.2 

Yb 8 .984 63.3 4.74 10.2 

Lu 8 .979 63.3 4.74 10.2 



TABLE 2 

Actinia» data 

Coordination number N <20) , orystallagraphic radius P.<=(MJ corres

ponding to the coordination number N (from ref. 23), equivalent 

ionic conductivity (20), radius of the aquo ion R and hydration 

number H (second sphere). 

ft N . R=<N) . A 8 H 
Ac 9 1.33 67 4.61 7.5 
Th 9 (1.29) 67 4.61 7.6 
Pa 9 CI.28) 67 4.61 7.6 
U 9 1.226 67 4.61 7.7 
Np 9 1.206 67 4.61 7.7 
?u 9 1.187 67 4.SI 7.8 
Am 9 1. 169 67 4.61 .7.8 

Cm 9 1. 156 67 4.61 7.8 
Bk 8. 9 1.134 66. ,7 4.62 8.0 
Cf 8. 8 1. 116 66. 3 4.64 8.3 
Ea 8. 3 1.069 64. 3 4.70 9.5 
Fm 8 1.040 63. 3 4.74 10. 1 

«d 8 1.028 63. 3 4.74 10.2 

Wo 8 1.017 63. 3 4.74 10.2 

Lr 8 1.010 63. 3 4.74 10.2 
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